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Rationale 
 
This research study investigates the use of growth mindset language within the classroom and 

its effects on increasing participants effort in their learning and their confidence. This study 

was chosen as a result of the pioneer of growth mindset, Carol Dwecks (2006) findings 

revealing that when children become of an age where they can evaluate themselves, they 

often do so negatively and become afraid of taking on challenges in fear of not being clever. 

Growth mindset focuses on the power of practice, perseverance as well as effort in order to 

learn and grow. A fixed mindset is one where people avoid challenges. Developing a growth 

mindset in the classroom was chosen as a result of many learners within my class being afraid 

to take on challenges.  

 
Aims  
 

The aim of this study is to investigate the effectiveness of positive language on pupils 

perception of learning and their willingness to learn.  

 
Methodology  
 

The study was carried out with a primary two class consisting of 27 pupils. Learners were 

introduced to growth mindset through short class dojo video clips which focus on the story of 

a character called Mojo who has a fixed mindset to begin with however we are able to watch 

his growth mindset develop as he takes on new challenges.  

Episode 1- ‘A secret about the brain.’ 



Episode 2- ‘The Magic of Mistakes.’ 

Episode 3- ‘The Incredible Power of Yet.’ 

Episode 4- ‘The Mysterious Power of Neurons.’ 

Episode 5- ‘Mojo puts it all together.’  

From this the learners and I created a growth mindset wall display which we regularly 

referred to when taking on challenges. 

As well as this, learners participated in regular learning walks mid-way through tasks such as 

art to encourage their friends with positive language through compliments to encourage 

perseverance, effort and motivation.  

Lastly, I adopted positive marking strategies within the classroom which focused on 

celebrating resilience and effort in their work. This positive feedback was a mixture of 

written and oral feedback. Using growth mindset stickers when marking their work and when 

seeing positive language used in the classroom helped learners to recognise their 

achievements. 

Mills (2017) recommends that researchers should collect data from a variety of sources rather 

than depending on a singular method. Therefore, the data for the inquiry was collected from 

three sources; discussions, questionnaires and observations. 

Payne and Payne (2004) highlight that discussions are an effective way of gathering data 

from a group of people who have shared an experience. These discussions would take place 

on a weekly basis and consisted of a focus group of 6 pupils (2 girls and 4 boys) who can lack 

confidence and motivation in their learning.  

• Q1. Can you give me some examples of growth mindset language you have heard in 

your classroom this week? 

 

• Q2. Describe a time this week where you have used growth mindset language during 

your work or during something you have found difficult? 

 



• Q3. Where there any times this week where you found something hard and you felt 

like you wanted to give up? 

 

learners were putting into their work, their willingness to participate in tasks and volunteer 

answers and observing pupils conversations with peers during collaborative tasks and 

learning walks.  

To conclude the data collection, children were provided with a short questionnaire on week 4. 

A questionnaire gives the participant a sense of security thus making them answer more 

honestly (Mangal & Mangal, 2013). This allowed me to assess whether the class could give 

me an example of positive language they have used, they have seen others use and whether 

they felt it had impacted them in anyway. This data enabled me to answer the enquiry 

question: ‘What impact does positive language have on pupils?’ 

 

Findings  
 
The results suggest that growth mindset is an effective strategy to increase pupils motivation 

and perseverance in their work as well as their confidence and self-esteem. Discussions 

indicated that pupils were recognising and appreciating that growth mindset was encouraging 

them with tasks which were challenging and motivated them not to give up, but to keep 

trying.  

 

Through observing the learners I noticed them using growth mindset language and 

complimenting each others work and encouraging one another when they were lacking 

motivation. For example, I observed one learner during maths tell his peer: ‘Well done you 

are doing good, keep trying, I know you can do it.’ Hearing children using positive language 

with one another and encouraging each other rather than being unkind was huge progress in 

my class as the children previously had a tendency to criticise those who found something 

challenging.  

 

I also observed learners using positive marking strategies during peer-assessment in taught 

writing and in daily writing tasks in particular. As I had been using more positive marking 

strategies (verbally and as well as written) this enabled them to see examples of positive 



language. Pupils had evidently picked up on the positive language I had been using and were 

themselves using more positive language during peer-assessment.   

 

The results from the questionnaire highlighted that the learners were recognising a difference 

in their motivation to learn as a result of positive language. For example several of the 

children commented that ‘growth mindset makes me more confident!’ The results showed 

that learners enjoyed using and hearing positive language as it boosted their self-esteem and 

motivation to take on challenges.  

 

An unexpected but very positive outcome from my enquiry into growth mindset was 

observations that parents of the pupils had witnessed during homework tasks. During parent’s 

night I had three parents tell me the positive results they had seen from their children 

engaging with growth mindset. They felt it had motivated their children to complete the tasks 

and want to produce work of a higher standard. Significantly, one parent told me that due to 

the positive results they had observed through their daughter using growth mindset at school, 

they had been trying to use it at home, and asked for advice on doing this. Their daughter 

finds learning at school particularly challenging and receives a lot of support from the support 

for learning teacher. Her learning challenges effect her self-esteem and confidence at school. 

For her in particular growth mindset has been hugely effective in motivating her, encouraging 

persistence and in developing her self-esteem and outlook on her learning progress. During 

assessment week in school children are asked to think of a learning target. This child wrote- 

‘I can’t count to 100 yet.’ These results would suggest that for those who have learning 

challenges, growth mindset is particularly effective.   

 
Conclusions  
 

To conclude, the findings suggest that using positive language within the classroom is 

beneficial as it appeared to increase pupil’s motivation, effort and self-esteem. Prior to 

implementing the study many pupils viewed challenges negatively and were even afraid to 

have a go. As well as this, many learners were criticising their peers for finding something 

challenging. Post-inquiry, it was evident that pupils were more willing to take on a challenge 

without fear of being criticised as instead their peers were praising them which in turn 

motivated and encouraged them. Their peers were encouraged to use positive language 

through growth mindset videos where they were able to watch Mojo’s growth mindset 



journey as well as through seeing their teacher use more positive comments. An unexpected 

outcome from the inquiry highlighted the important role positive language had on a child 

with low self-esteem as a result of requiring extra support with her learning. These results 

would suggest that positive language is a very beneficial and important tool which is 

accessible and easy to implement and exercise in the classroom.  

 
 
Implications for Future Practice (Times New Roman, 12, Bold, Italic) 
 
As in all studies there are factors present throughout the duration of the inquiry which could 

have influenced the results and limited the findings. One major limitation was the time 

constraint faced by the researcher due to the nature of the inquiry being over a four week time 

period. It would be beneficial for the data to be collected over an extended time period in 

order to collect clearer and more representative results. This inquiry was carried out with 

primary two children. As they are at a young age they respond particularly well to praise and 

positive language, results could be significantly different when carried out with an older age 

group. Growth mindset is easily integrated into the daily classroom routine and does not 

require a wide range of resources or costs and therefore it is easily accessible to all 

practitioners. Therefore, as a result of the findings and the ease of accessibility I think growth 

mindset is a very worthwhile resource for practitioners to utilise in future practice.  
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